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For the first time on CD! Vintage Stephen King at a great low price!   Stephen King's unparalleled

imagination is in full force in this collection of four short stories originally found in the classic,

Nightmares & Dreamscapes. An all-star cast of readers bring to life these timeless stories from the

darkest places.   A mysterious phone call ends in death in Sorry, Right Number presented in a

full-cast dramatization. A gambling addict trying to pay off his debts gets more than he bargained for

in Popsy. Nicotine withdrawal leads to horrifying consequences in The Ten O'Clock People. And

Stephen King puts his mark on a timeless Hindu fable in The Beggar and the Diamond, and also

offers rare insights into the creation of the entire collection in a special afterword his own distinctive

voice.   Joe Mantegna, Joe Morton, Domenic Custern and others lend their voices to this haunting

collection of classic stories that no Stephen King fan should be without.
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Like with all audiobooks, your personal enjoyment comes down to 2 things: the reader and the

reader. If the person "reading" the book has the appeal of a root canal, I don't care if Stephen King

wrote it or a 5 year old, the audio version won't appeal to me either. They have done a great job

picking these readers. All of them, especially Joe Mantegna, have the ability to take you there, in the

middle of the action. Stephen King will always be awesome, but to hear his work read by people

who have talent takes it to the next level.

I read the story and it had my hair standing on end. I saw it on "Tales from the Darkside" and that



was something else but hearing and let my imagination take over? OMG! I swear I could see the

woman's tears on her face as she cried.

I enjoyed the mix of narrators, along with the afterword in the author's voice. Makes me wish I had

purchased the full collection of stories.

These are some of the worst stories I have ever read or heard! They're just plain awful vampire

stories. The longest of them all is Steven's narration of a multitude of story titles and why and how

he wrote them. It was a boring never ending 3 of the 4 disc fiasco!

I listened to this book on CD while on a long flight. It really held my interest. I can't think of one story

that I didn't like. I enjoyed the professional touch using actors.

Love Stephen King short stories. They are just the right length. I can read one before I go to sleep

each night, they just fit the bill. I hope to get more of the short story series.

This audio book of short stories is just right for a spooky ride. For any King fans, I recommend it.

Pretty good. Not Stephen King's best but worth checking out.Put it on your list but dont put it at the

top
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